
To 7 . , 

© MRSA. W. BRUSSEEL * ROUTE 2, BOX-3050 © CARMEL, CALIFORNIA 93921 

oan Miss Meagher, 

“rclosed is $5.00 for a copy of your 

"Subject Index to the Warren Report". I do tT not 

know the price of the book, so send the remaining 

amount or bill me for the rest. 

© found your article in Minority of One 

wery interesting. I had just completed reading 

Volume VIII last week. 

i OW I wish Wi were on the west coast 

and could work with mes / 3 have been working on the 

Assassination for 2s years. The entire way it 

happened is clear to me now. All I need is a few 

hard workers to help place the volume and page 

numbers in their proper places and then the story 

can be voles T have a family of five children, 

and the ‘Warren He reading and classification Lng 
ankes what is left of a busy day. 

i keep 16 coral notebooks , 

a 

and cross filing ta 

three hole,on 

my desk. There are 125 dividers in these books. 

By cross-filing and placing what I want into the 

proper sections, it will eventually tell nan many 3 of 

stories at cone time. 

One of the important things abaut the Hartog 
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a MRS. A. W. BRUSSEEL * ROUTE 2, BOX-3050 ¢.CARMEL, CALIFORNIA 93921 

story is the date of his interviews on the air and 
- . . : a 

T, V. His damaging evidence was heard over the world 
a 

by Nov. 23, when the FBI and Seeret Service had , | 
| 

"Pound him". "By coincidence” , you remember. | 

Also by coincidence, Mr. Thornley was being 

intervienstN love 23,1963 in New Orleans. His 

Nnemory” of Oswald. was being pepeated around the : 

world. The fact that none ‘of their family or : 

friends of Oswald except these men remembered him 28 

hat kind of person is interesting How did the 

“Secret vervice find the two most jomaging character | 

assassinations only hours before Oswald was killed? 

{have an divider marked "“Nov,”23,1963". The 

damaging, remarks were all made then. - 

Your index. shoul id be a help to me. 1 may txy 

to publish or sell my outline system so that others 

working | on the report may put into the proper sections 

material as ‘they find 3 ite | 

Sincerely, 

P.S. Where did you cet your copy of the: Hartog book? Ours 

eame from a John Birch book store in Los Angeles, 

not the regular book stores. Same with the Thornley: 

becks- . ordered by mail to Chicago.


